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Steeped in heritage and folklore, Yemeni coffee evokes 
mythical allure. Its unmistakable Mokha aroma and 

fruity flavours captivate all who cross its path. 

What can we do to elevate Yemeni coffee’s uniqueness 
while honouring our responsibility to its centuries of 

tradition? It’s a labour of love.

Mokha’s natural qualities are incredible, but we 
recognized the potential to create truly spectacular coffee 

through alchemy and experimentation. 

To enhance and bring out the best of this most magical of 
brews, the Sheba Coffee team embarked on a three-year 

processing adventure.

From the chemical process that occurs when drying 
under the Arabian sun to grinding and mixing water to 
the final product, we have perfected several processing 

methods which have brought Yemeni coffee a fresh 
dimension.

This historic crop deserves a new chapter, and we took it 
upon ourselves to embrace this opportunity.

Welcome to the Labour of Love, 
The Hidden Gems of Yemen



Yemen’s most celebrated coffee 
producing region, Haraz is located on the 
periphery of the Governorate of Sana’a. 
Haraz is ravishingly beautiful, and its 
inhabitants have a distinct culture. It 
is a region of high mountains and wild 
landscapes, often referred to as ‘the land 
above the clouds’.

Haraz is at the forefront of Yemeni 
coffee cultivation having maintained its 
ancient growing traditions while other 
regions have struggled. Today, Haraz is 
spearheading the revival of fine Yemeni 
coffee cultivation, setting the example 
which is now being pursued by its 
regional neighbours.

Haraz
Al-Hayma is a high-altitude region 
located on the outskirts of the Governorate 
of Sana’a. Far from green and verdant, 
Al-Hayma is arid with a harsh climate 
which allows for its coffee’s signature 
fruitiness, with floral top notes and a 
wonderful complexity and length in the 
mouth.

Coffee production in Al-Hayma is modest 
in scale. Some villages’ total harvests are 
no more than 15 tons of coffee cherries, 
yielding only a precious 1.5 tons of coffee 
beans. Size is not everything. In the 
right hands, Al-Hayma coffee quality is 
supreme.
 
The harvest season in this remote 
mountainous region is always the 
last in Yemen as the cherries require 
significantly more time to reach optimal 
ripeness.

Nestled in Yemen’s Northern region, Ibb 
is home to a diverse landscape featuring 
high altitudes and sub-tropical climates. 
The capital, also named Ibb, sits at over 
2000 meters above sea level along a ridge 
of Mount Al-Shafah. Long sun exposure 
creates a sweet profile to Ibb coffee.

Harvest season in Ibb begins in October 
and continues to January, where 
temperatures fluctuate between 30ºC to 
11ºC. Farmers in the region depend on 
natural springs and wells to water their 
crops, including 
their coffee trees.

Al-Hayma Ibb

Sheba Coffee 
Processing Centres

Sana’a: Al-Haymah, Haraz
Dhamar: Anis
Ibb: Al-Qafr, Shaian, Sana
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About This 
Year Auction

The Perfect Pick
During the harvest, producers begin by 
selectively hand-picking only the reddest 
cherries with the highest sugar content. 

Farmers visit each tree several times a week 
and only pick their cherries precisely when 
they are ready. They are picked from the tree 
delicately to ensure the quality of the picked 
fruit, health of the plant and its yield in future 
seasons.      

Once picked, the coffees are transported to 
one of Sheba Coffee’s regional processing 
hubs. Here, the cherries are cleaned and 
hand sorted, separating the quality cherries 
from any debris.

Next, the team selects one of three perfected 
processing methods. Owing to the terroir 
from which the coffee is sourced, each lot 
is designated to a pre-determined process; 
chosen to enhance the coffee’s unique cup 
profile. For Sheba Coffee’s 2022 Auction, 
three unique processing methods have been 
selected.

A Sinar Bean Pro moisture analyser is used 
to monitor the moisture content during the 
drying process. The cherries are moved daily 
to ensure consistent ventilation on every 
single one.

Sorted, 
fermented, Dried

When the ideal moisture level is reached 
(11-12%), we stop the drying phase and place 
the cherries in hermetic bags to protect 
them from oxidization, foreign matter and 
pollution. 

At this point the beans are still inside the 
dried cherry to preserve their freshness. 
They are then transported to our warehouse 
for a short resting period in a controlled 
environment.

In Transit

After resting for one to two months in our 
warehouse the dried cherries are hulled, 
pass through a gravity sorter, sieved by 
sizes, hand sorted several times for defective 
colours & proportion, then finally graded and 
bagged into different hermetic bags to retain 
moisture. 

Our Sheba Coffee beans are exported and 
placed in vacuum sealed bags ready for 
you to enjoy. All lots have been cupped and 
graded by local experienced professionals 
as well as renowned SCA Q-Graders within 
Europe. We know that you wouldn’t settle for 
anything less.

Signed, sealed & 
Delivered

This year, we are excited to present The Hidden 
Gems of Yemen: A Labour of Love; the next 
inception in experimental coffee processing.

After three years trialling hundreds of 
experimental processing methods, Sheba Coffee’s 
team in Yemen have cracked the code. 

The result is 18 extraordinary coffees, each scoring 
89+ points.

By applying innovative techniques, this 
year’s auction focus is to enhance the sensory 
experience behind each coffee, creating value for 
the producer whilst maintaining the inherent cup 
profile that each region represents. 

We are excited to showcase our latest offering of 
quality coffees, and hope you enjoy them as much 
as we do.
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Grading
Sheba Coffee received hundreds of 
lots, representing thousands of farmers 
located throughout the regions of 
Haraz, Al Hayma, Anis & Ibb.

Each coffee processed at Sheba’s 
processing hub was first cupped 
internally by the team’s Quality 
manager. They helped to designate 
the cup profile of each lot and blend 
those with similar profiles, resulting 
in the creation of 65 lots.

Each of the 65 lots are next evaluated 
by the team in the UK and by our 
external team of selected professional 
Q grader instructors.

Of those 65, the top 18 have been 
selected for this year’s auction, each 
awarded a score of 89+ points.

Sheba Coffee’s 2022 Auction lots have 
each been awarded a cup score of 89+ 
points by our external team of selected 
professional Q grader instructors.
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Auction 
Lot Code:

Sheba 
Code:

Fermentation 
Code:

Lot Name: Village: Region:
Altitude 

(masl):
Variety Process

Cupping 
Score:

1 HY/24/22 S
Mohammed Abdullah 

Al-Jaberi
AL Mahjar Al HAYMA 2250 Udaini Single Producer 91.5

2 HY/32/22 S
Hamoud Abdullah AL-

Khisheni
Bait Hujairah Al HAYMA 2200 Udaini Single Producer 91

3 HY/20/22 S
Ibrahim Mohammad 

Mohammad Al-Jaberi
AL Mahjar Al HAYMA 2250 Udaini Single Producer 90

4 HY/25/22 S
Mohammed Yahya 

Rashed Al-Jaberi
AL Mahjar Al HAYMA 2250 Udaini Single Producer 90

5 HY/34/22 S
Naji Ahmed Ahsen Al-

Salami
Bait Hujairah Al HAYMA 2200 Udaini Single Producer 90

6 HY/43/22 S
Collective Wadi Bait-

Hujairah
Bait Hujairah Al HAYMA 2200 Udaini Collective Lot 90

7 HY/22/22 S
Abdullah Rashed 

Mohammed Al-Jaberi
AL Mahjar Al HAYMA 2250 Udaini Single Producer 89

Auction 
Lot Code:

Sheba 
Code:

Fermentation 
Code:

Lot Name: Village: Region:
Altitude 

(masl):
Variety Process

Cupping 
Score:

8 HZ/33/22 RB Ameen Ghaleb Al Duram Al Durm HARAZ 1900 Jadi Single Producer 91.25

9 HZ/30/22 RB
Mohamed Ali Moh. Al 

Suhami

Bait AL Qa-

nees
HARAZ 2000 Jadi Single Producer 89.75

Single Anaerobic Fermentation Lots

Super Natural Lots
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Auction 
Lot Code:

Sheba 
Code:

Fermentation 
Code:

Lot Name: Village: Region:
Altitude 

(masl):
Variety: Process

Cupping 
Score:

10 HZ/43/22 RB-S
Mohammed Ali Abdo Al 

Mazna’ae
Al Mazna’ah HARAZ 2300 Jadi Single Producer 90.75

11a

HZ/33/22

RB-S

Ameen Ghaleb Al Duram Al Durm HARAZ 1900 Jadi Single Producer 90.25
11b RB-S

11c RB-S

11d RB-S

12 HZ/11/22 RB-S Collective Al Malahi Al Malahi HARAZ 1900 Jadi Collective Lot 90

13a

HY/45/22

RB-S

Collective Al Mahjar & 

Bait Hujairah

Al Mahjar & 

Bait Hujairah
Al HAYMA 2200 Udaini Collective Lot 89.75

13b RB-S

13c RB-S

13d RB-S

14 HZ/31/22 RB-S Collective Masar Jabal Masar HARAZ 1900 Jadi Collective Lot 89.5

15 HZ/42/22 RB-S Ali Galeb Al Shawesh Sanaf HARAZ 1913 Jadi Single Producer 89.5

16 SN/14/22 RB-S Collective Almashab Almashab IBB 2000 Udaini Collective Lot 89.5

17 SN/15/22 RB-S Collective Bait Haiua Al Sana IBB 1913 Udaini Collective Lot 89.5

18 HZ/38/22 RB-S Qaaid Ahmed Al Zuragi Al Sabar HARAZ 2000 Jadi Single Producer 89

Double Anaerobic Fermentation Lots
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For Sheba Coffee’s Supernatural lots, freshly picked ripe cherries 
are first placed onto the raised beds in our greenhouse for a short 
period to dry, removing any additional water weight. Next, the 
semi-dried coffee cherries are removed from the greenhouse and 
placed in hermetic bags to allow for a short fermentation period. 

The cherries are removed from their bags and returned to 
the greenhouse’s raised beds for a much longer period. This 
slowly dries the cherries and enhances the coffee’s unique 
cup profile.  

For the final drying session, the cherries are moved to our 
processing hub’s raised beds for a short period to be dried under 
direct sunlight. The cherries are regularly turned, helping stabilise 
their moisture level. When a reading of 12% moisture is recorded, 
the dried cherries are collected and bagged, ready to be milled.

Processing time: 25 - 30 days

Super Natural

Cup Profiles

Our Supernatural lots are rich 
with intense flavours of rose, 

florals and blueberry. These notes 
layer over dried yellow fruit, 

finishing with a complex and juicy 
mouth feel. A bright and zesty 
structured acidity - reminiscent 
of grapefruit, mandarin orange 
and bergamot - completes the 

Supernatural experience.
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Rhubarb, floral and butter in the fragrance. Rhubarb, honey, blackcurrant and 
spicy floral notes layer over cocoa nibs and a molasses base. The acidity is bright 
and juicy and brings vividness to the cup. The body is full, with a creamy and 
velvety mouth feel. The coffee is very complex and well structured, maintaining 
its complexity as the coffee cools.

Rhubarb, blackcurrant, spice

Mohammed Abdullah 
Al-Jaberi
Auction Lot Code: 1
Cup Score: 91.5  |  Sheba Code: HY/24/22 - Single Producer | Fermentation Code: S

Lot Size: 7.50 KG - 16.00 lbs
Region: Al Hayma   |   Village: Al-Mahjar   |   Altitude: 2250 masl   |   

Cultivar: Udaini    |   Drying Days: 25- 30 days 

For much of his working life, Mohammed Abdullah Al-Jaberi had been an 
employee of Yemen’s General Elections Authority. This was until the Yemeni Civil 
War began in 2014, forcing Mohammed to leave his role. By 2015, Mohammed 
had decided to return to his village of Al-Mahjar in the district of Al-Hayma, to 
continue his family history of coffee farming.

Using techniques handed down through generations and now with seven years 
of experience, Mohammed is one of the top farmers in the region, producing this 
year’s highest scoring auction lot from the Al Hayma region.

Traceability Information

Flavour Profile

Floral, peach, plums and vanilla in the fragrance. Plush, intense rose, plum and 
blueberry notes layer over dried apricots, caramel and spice. A prominent sweetness 
balances the complex and refined acidity structure on a medium to long finish. 
The coffee improves through cooling with the sweetness holding throughout.

Elderflower, plum, rose

Hamoud Abdullah 
AL-Khisheni

Auction Lot Code: 2
Cup Score: 91  | Sheba Code: HY/32/22 - Single Producer  |  Fermentation Code: S

Lot Size:  32.50 KG - 71.00 LBS
Region: Al Hayma   |   Village: Bait Hujairah   |   Altitude: 2200 masl   |   

Cultivar: Udaini    |   Drying Days: 25- 30 days 

At the age of 70, Hamoud Abdullah AL-Khisheni is regarded as the most experienced 
coffee producer in the Al Hayma region. Hamoud is always eager to show support, 
often providing advice and guidance to nearby producers. Hamoud has a close 
relationship with Naji Hussain Ahsen Al-Jaberi, another entry in this year’s Sheba 
auction, as they compete to produce high-quality coffee.

Hamoud has spent nearly his whole life producing coffee. Having first learnt 
cultivation techniques from his father, Abdullah, Hamoud hopes to pass these 
traditions to his four sons, two of which assist him on his farm.  As well as coffee, 
Hamoud grows a selection of crops reserved for feeding his family, such as corn, 
barley, and a variety of legumes.

Traceability Information

Flavour Profile

https://qrco.de/bcUDpy
https://qrco.de/bcUDrY


Raspberry, chocolate and honey in the fragrance. A juicy and sweet coffee with 
excellent balance and structured effervescent acids. Notes of orange, molasses 
and mango meld with hints of black fruit, milk chocolate and spice. The mouth-
feel becomes buttery and honeyed by the finish. The coffee is well structured and 
remains complex, sweet and uniform.

Passion-fruit, orange, raspberry

Ibrahim Mohammad 
Mohammad Al-Jaberi
Auction Lot Code: 3
Cup Score: 90 | Sheba Code: HY/20/22 - Single Producer| Fermentation Code: S

Lot Size: 50.00 KG - 110.00 LBS
Region: Al Hayma   |   Village: Al-Mahjar   |   Altitude: 2250 masl   |   

Cultivar: Udaini    |   Drying Days: 25- 30 days 

Situated at 2200 meters above sea level in the renowned village of Al-Mahjar, Al-
Hayma District, Ibrahim Mohammad Mohammad Al-Jaberi’s farm may not have 
the biggest yield, however, what he misses in quantity he makes up for in quality.

Traceability Information
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Flavour Profile

At the age of 38, Ibrahim is the sole person responsible for tending his precious 
crop. Previously, Ibrahim had been assisted in the cultivation of his coffee with the 
help of his father, Mohammad. Unfortunately, Mohammad is no longer able to help 
on the farm due to poor health, however, Ibrahim still calls upon his father’s years 
of wisdom regarding planting trees and harvesting his crop. They remain a potent 
partnership.

Bergamot and peach in the fragrance. A structured, complex acidity adds a 
framework for dried apricots, mandarin oranges, blackberries and sweet spices. The 
after-taste is sweet, lingering with milk chocolate and baked pear notes. The coffee 
is well structured and complex and remains sweet, clean and uniform throughout.

Dried apricots, mandarin orange, bergamot

Mohammed Yahya 
Rashed Al-Jaberi

Auction Lot Code: 4
Cup Score: 90 | Sheba Code: HY/25/22 - Single Producer | Fermentation Code: S

Lot Size: 47.00 KG - 103.00 LBS
Region: Al Hayma   |   Village: Al-Mahjar   |   Altitude: 2250 masl   |   

Cultivar: Udaini    |   Drying Days: 25- 30 days 

After the passing of their father, Mohammed Yahya Rashed Al-Jaberi and his 
brother Hamza each inherited a portion of their father’s coffee farm. Today, 
Mohammed, aged 33 and Hamza compete to grow coffee of high quality. After 
scoring 90 points and making it to Sheba’s 2022 auction, it’s safe to say Mohammed 
is this year’s champion. 

Mohammed’s farm is located in the renowned village of Al-Mahjar, Al Hayma area, 
Sana’a governorate. As well as coffee, Mohammed grows a selection of other crops 
for both income and sustenance, including the likes of pumpkins, tomatoes and 
potatoes.

Traceability Information

Flavour Profile

https://qrco.de/bcUDu8
https://qrco.de/bcCefp
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Peach and floral in fragrance. The coffee displays a complex flavour profile with 
notes of dried mango, dates, cherry and honey over a brown spice and chocolate 
base. This coffee is clean, sweet and has an integrated acidity. The mouth feel starts 
buttery and full and holds through cooling.

Dried mango, dates, cherry

Naji Ahmed Ahsen 
Al-Salami
Auction Lot Code: 5
Cup Score: 90 | Sheba Code: HY/34/22 - Single Producer  | Fermentation Code: S

Lot Size: 42.50 KG - 93.00 LBS
Region: Al Hayma   |   Village: Bait Hujairah   |   Altitude: 2200 masl   |   

Cultivar: Udaini    |   Drying Days: 25- 30 days 

Although Naji Ahmed Ahsan Al-Salami grows a wide variety of vegetables and 
legumes across his 5 farms, coffee cultivation is where Naji focuses most of his 
time.

Located in the village of Bait Hujairah, Al Hayma region, Naji first learned 
cultivation techniques as a child from his late father, Ahmed Ahsan. Ahmed is 
well remembered as a veteran coffee producer in the region, with many of his 
famed techniques still employed by Naji today. Now aged 57, Naji is passing these 
traditions to his six sons, Bashar, Ahmad, Ghamdan, Muhammad, Qaid and Uday, 
all of whom work on their fathers’ farms.

Traceability Information

Stone fruits, floral and winey notes in the fragrance. A buttery mouth feel sets 
the foundation for a nuanced and complex coffee that has different flavours 
throughout the cupping. Watermelon, red wine, plums, nectarines and dates are in 
flavours, whilst the acidity is vivid, complex and juicy. The after-taste is sweet and 
long lasting, remaining structured and high in quality.

Watermelon, red wine, nectarine

Collective Wadi 
Bait-Hujairah

Auction Lot Code: 6
Cup Score: 90   |   Sheba Code: HY/43/22 - Collective Lot  |   Fermentation Code: S

Lot Size: 165.00 KG - 363.00 LBS
Region: Al Hayma   |   Village: Bait Hujairah  |   Altitude: 2200 masl  |   

Cultivar: Udaini    |   Drying Days: 25- 30 days 

Situated at 2200 masl, producers in the Mikhlaf Al-Rub’ area are blessed by high 
altitudes and fertile soils, helping create excellent conditions for coffee production. 
Wadi Bait-Hujairah, located in Mikhlaf Al-Rub’, is ideally situated and has for 
many years been synonymous with high-quality coffee production.

Producers in the region depend on several cash crops for their income, including 
pumpkins, peaches, melons, and various legumes. Wadi Bait-Hujairah is also 
widely covered with Cordia myxa, a plum tree native to the region. Farmers in the 
region take full advantage of these trees; using their shade to benefit their coffee 
plants. To create such a high scoring lot, Sheba’s team in Yemen cup through each 
sample received, no matter how modest the size, making sure to create perfect 
balance in the cup. For this lot, 12 farms were selected to form this complex coffee.

Traceability Information

Flavour Profile Flavour Profile

https://qrco.de/Hayma-2A2B
https://qrco.de/bdUeIt
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Hazelnut, baked pear and jasmine in the fragrance. papaya, milk chocolate, violets, 
jasmine, bergamot and Turkish delight in flavours. The after-taste is sweet, soft and 
long lasting. The acidity is vivid, bright, juicy and delicate. The mouth-feel has a tea 
like quality and juiciness that enhances the sweetness. The coffee is well structured 
and remains complex and sweet throughout.

Violet, jasmine, Turkish delight

Abdullah Rashed 
Mohammed Al-Jaberi
Auction Lot Code: 7
Cup Score: 89    |   Sheba Code: HY/22/22 - Single Producer  | Fermentation Code: S

Lot Size: 56.50 KG - 124 LBS
Region: Al Hayma   |   Village: Al-Mahjar   |   Altitude: 2250 masl   |   

Cultivar: Udaini    |  Drying Days: 25- 30 days 

Well known for being one of the more elderly members of his village, Abdullah Rashed Mohammed 
Al-Jaberi has been farming coffee for close to a decade. Today, following years of hard work, 
Abdullah can produce some of the highest scoring coffees Yemen has to offer. 

For more than 20 years, Abdullah had worked as a civil servant in the capital city of Sana’a. This 
was until the revolution in late 2011. By late 2012, Abdullah was forced to leave his career; after his 
salary was suspended. This left Abdullah with no other choice but to return to his village to escape 
the economic instability.  

Abdullah is fortunate to be from the highly sort after coffee producing village of Al-Mahjar, Al 
Hayma, Sana’a governorate. After returning to his family village, Abdullah began to re-sow his 
24 libina coffee farm as well as a selection of crops reserved for sustenance. Using techniques 
taught by his now deceased father and with help from relatives, over time Abdullah has improved 
processes and perfected his craft, now well regarded for his production of complex coffees.

Traceability Information

Flavour Profile

https://qrco.de/bdUeJM
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For Sheba Coffee’s Single Anaerobic Fermented coffees, as 
soon as the cherries have been cleaned, they are immediately 
placed into hermetic bags to ferment for a short period. Once 
complete, the cherries are placed on to our greenhouse’s 
raised beds to dry over a long period.  

The semi-dried cherries are removed from the greenhouse  to 
complete the drying process under direct sunlight. Here, the 
beans are regularly turned, helping to stabilise the moisture 
of the coffee. 

Finally, when a reading of 12% moisture is recorded, the 
dried cherry is collected and bagged, ready to be milled.  

Processing time: 20 - 25 days

Single Anaerobic 
Fermentation

Cup Profiles

For Sheba Coffee’s single 
Anaerobic fermented coffees, 

think juicy mango, dried tropical 
fruits and blackberry notes, 

complimented by sweet brown 
spice and a caramel base, 

leading to a silky mouth feel 
texture and extended after-

taste.

14

Our Single Anaerobic 
Fermented coffee bursts with 

juicy mango, dried tropical 
fruits and blackberry notes. 

Sweet brown spice and a cara-
mel base complement the fruit, 

leading to a silky mouth feel 
and lengthened 

after-taste.
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Strawberry and chocolate in the fragrance. Flavours of milk chocolate, blackberries 
and extended fermentation notes sit over a positive sweet brown spice and caramel 
base. The acidity holds through cooling, supporting the structure to a long finish. 

Strawberry, blackberry, caramel

Mohamed Ali Moh. 
Al Suhami

Auction Lot Code: 9
Cup Score: 89.75 | Sheba Code: HZ/30/22 - Single Producer| Fermentation Code: RB

Lot Size: 48.00 KG - 105.00 LBS
Region: Haraz   |   Village: Bait Al Qanees  |   Altitude: 2000 masl   |  

Cultivar: Jadi    | Drying Days: 20- 25 days 

Situated at 2000 meters above sea level, Mohamed Ali Moh. Al Suhami’s farm is 
one of the highest in the region. Thanks to the help of the terroir, and his family, 
Mohamed, aged 46, can maintain his profession as a teacher, and still produce some 
of the best coffees the region has to offer.

Located in the town of Bait AL Qanees, Haraz, Sana’a Governorate, coffee is the 
primary crop for Mohamed’s modest farm, alongside a selection of vegetables 
grown for his kitchen. As coffee is Mohamed’s primary crop, Mohamed and his 
teenage children work hard to maintain the health of their coffee trees, to improve 
yields and the optimum quality of their crop. Mohamed’s family are assisted by an 
ox and two cows, enabling him to plough, and to provide plentiful organic fertiliser.

Traceability Information

Flavour Profile

Dates, chocolate and prune notes in the fragrance. Flavours of plush mango, dried 
tropical fruit and berry notes combine over a very sweet caramel like base. Further 
flavours of raisin, coffee fruit and sweet brown spice are present as the coffee cools. 
The mouth feel is silky in texture, with a long after-taste.

Mango, dried tropical fruit, brown spice

Ameen Ghaleb 
Al Duram 
Auction Lot Code: 8
Cup Score: 91.25 | Sheba Code: HZ/33/22 - Single Producer| Fermentation Code: RB

Lot Size: 40.00 KG - 88.00 LBS
Region: Haraz   |   Village: Al-Durm   |   Altitude: 1900 masl   |  
Cultivar: Jadi   |   Drying Days: 20- 25 days 

Traceability Information

Flavour Profile

Located in Al Durm, Haraz, Sana’a Governorate, Amin Ghaleb Al-Duram, aged 50, 
is dedicated to producing high quality coffee. So much so, Amin and his five sons, 
all of whom work on their father’s farms, source organic fertiliser from some 189km 
away in the region of Tihama. 

As Amin and his family rely heavily on the income from their coffee crop, 
increasing both the quantity and yield  greatly benefits Amin’s family, making the 
distance travelled for the organic fertiliser well worth the trip. Although coffee is 
the focal point of Amin’s farm, the family also produce a modest crop of fruits and 
vegetables, including tomatoes, cucumbers, and potatoes.

https://qrco.de/bdUeJg
https://qrco.de/bdUeKA


Processing time: 35 - 40 days

Double Anaerobic 
Fermentation

Cup Profiles

For Sheba’s Double Anaerobic
Fermented coffee, the extended 

fermentation and selected 
terroir create a layered and 

complex flavour profile. Think 
ripe bananas, red berries such 
as strawberry and cherry and 
an integrated winey acidity, 
opening to a silky, almost 
yoghurt-like mouth feel.
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For Sheba Coffee’s Double Anaerobic Fermented coffees, the 
freshly picked cherries are first placed into hermetic bags to 
ferment for a short period of time. The cherries are then removed 
from their bags and placed in our greenhouse for a similar period of 
time. This breaks the fermentation process and helps to enhance 
the coffee’s unique cup profile. 

The cherries are then returned into hermetic bags once again for 
a short period to continue the fermentation process. After which, 
they are returned to our greenhouse to allow the twice-fermented 
coffee to slow-dry under our care and attention.

Finally, the coffee cherries are taken to the raised beds to dry 
under direct sunlight. Here, the beans are regularly turned, 
stabilising the moisture of the coffee. When a reading of 12% 
moisture is recorded, the dried cherry is collected and bagged, 
ready to be milled. 

1

2

3

The extended fermentation and 
selected terroir of our Double 
Anaerobic Fermented coffee 

create a deliciously layered and 
complex flavour profile. Think; 
ripe bananas, strawberry and 
cherry. An integrated winey 

acidity opens to a silky, almost 
yoghurt-like mouth feel.
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Chocolate and figs in the fragrance. Blackberries, baked apples, molasses and 
vanilla combined with further flavours of plum, cola and orange citrus. The coffee 
has a full, positive intensity and integrated bright acidity. The coffee is sweet and 
complex and remains clean and uniform throughout.

Baked apple, molasses, vanilla

Mohammed Ali Abdo 
Al Mazna’ae

Auction Lot Code: 10
Cup Score: 90.75 | Sheba Code: HZ/43/22 - Single Producer | Fermentation Code: RB-S

Lot Size: 9.50 KG - 20.00 LBS
Region: Haraz   |   Village: Al Mazna’ah   |   Altitude: 2300 masl   |  

Cultivar: Jadi   |   Drying Days: 35- 40 days 

Traceability Information

Flavour Profile

Situated at 2300 meters above sea level, Mohammed Ali Abdo Al Mazna’ae’s farm 
is not only the highest in the village of Al-Mazana’ah, Sana’a Governorate, but also 
the highest of any lot in this year’s Sheba Coffee Auction. Combing this magical  
and exotic environment with Mohamed’s dedication has contributed to one of this 
year’s top lots.

Aged 55, Mohammed manages the farm with the help of his three sons. Mohammed 
has been described as ‘obsessed’ with his coffee trees, taking great care and attention 
to manage them efficiently. Only small amounts of organic fertilisers are used to 
supplement the fine yet delicate mountain terrace soils.

Chocolate and grapes in the fragrance. Bold berry flavours form the profile of this 
coffee with notes of blueberry, raspberry, and orange citrus combined with cacao 
nib and spice. A positive winey and bright acidity combines with a mouth feel that 
has a jammy viscosity. The coffee is well structured and remains sweet, clean and 

Blueberry, caramel, cacao nibs

Ameen Ghaleb 
Al Duram

Auction Lot Code: 11a/b/c/d
Cup Score: 90.25 | Sheba Code: HZ/33/22-Single Producer | Fermentation Code: RB-S

Lot Size: 2a: 35.00 KG - 77.00 LBS  |  2b: 45.00 kg - 99.00 LBS
2c: 50.00 KG - 110.00 LBS  |  2d: 55.00 KG - 121.00 LBS
Region: Haraz   |   Village: Al Durm  |   Altitude: 1900 masl   |   

Cultivar: Jadi    |  Drying Days: 35- 40 days 

Located in Al Durm, Haraz, Sana’a Governorate, Amin Ghaleb Al-Duram, aged 50, 
is dedicated to producing high quality coffee. So much so, Amin and his five sons, 
all of whom work on their father’s farms, source organic fertiliser from some 189km 
away in the region of Tihama. 

As Amin and his family rely heavily on the income from their coffee crop, 
increasing both the quantity and yield  greatly benefits Amin’s family, making the 
distance travelled for the organic fertiliser well worth the trip. Although coffee is 
the focal point of Amin’s farm, the family also produce a modest crop of fruits and 
vegetables, including tomatoes, cucumbers, and potatoes.

Traceability Information

Flavour Profile

https://qrco.de/bdUeKh
https://qrco.de/bdUeL8


Elderflower and white chocolate in the fragrance. The coffee shows a balance 
of extended fermentation flavours and terroir in a layered and complex flavour 
profile. Ripe banana, cherry, gooseberry and red berry notes layer over caramel, 
dried fruit and milk chocolate. The texture is creamy, the after-taste medium to 
long in length and has a wine like finish.

Ripe banana, gooseberries, white chocolate

Collective 
Al Malahi 
Auction Lot Code: 12
Cup Score: 90 | Sheba Code: HZ/11/22 - Collective Lot | Fermentation Code: RB-S

Lot Size: 66.00 KG - 145.00 LBS
Region: Haraz   |   Village: Al Malahi   |   Altitude: 2300 masl   |   
Cultivar: Jadi   |  Drying Days: 35- 40 days 

Traceability Information

Flavour Profile

Characterised by high mountains, extensive plateaus, and steep valleys, Manakhah 
District in the Governate of Sana’a is home to stunning landscapes and many micro 
climates suitable for producing unique tasting coffees.

Although farmers in Al Malahi, the village situated within Manakhah from where 
this lot hails, produce a diverse selection of crops such as barley, arrowroot, and 
fenugreek, coffee production makes up close to 80% of the total; with the rest 
reserved for local trading or subsistence. The region is heavily reliant on coffee 
farming, and, in turn, the price received for their exceptional quality product.

For many producers in the region, total coffee production may only result in a 
few kilos of green beans per harvest. To create such a high scoring lot, Sheba’s 
team in Yemen cup through each sample received, no matter the size, making sure 
to identify perfect balance in the cup. For this particular lot, 7 farms have been 
selected to form this high scoring coffee.

Strawberry and cotton candy in the fragrance. A sweet, clean and structured coffee 
with layered flavours through the different temperatures. Notes of cherry, banana, 
bramble and extended fermentation work harmoniously with a base of chocolate 
and caramel. The acidity is vivid and bright and sustains the sweetness in the cup.

Cotton candy, strawberries, blackberries

Collective Al 
Mahjar & Bait Hujairah
Auction Lot Code: 13a/b/c/d
Cupping Score: 89.75 | Sheba Code: HY/45/22 - Collective Lot| Fermentation Code: RB-S

Lot Size: 4a: 45.00 KG - 99.00 LBS  |  4b: 45.00 kg - 99.00 
LBS | 4c: 45.00 KG - 99.00 LBS  |  4d: 45.00 KG - 99.00 LBS
Region: Al-Hayma   |   Village: Al Mahjar & Bait Hujairah  |   Altitude: 2200 masl   |   

Cultivar: Udaini    |   Drying Days: 35- 40 days 

Situated at 2200 meters above sea level, producers in the Mikhlaf Al-Rub’ area are 
blessed by high altitudes and fertile soils. Both towns of Wadi Bait-Hujairah and 
Al Mahjar are located with Mikhlaf Al-Rub’ and are known for their high-quality 
coffee production. For this lot, producers hailing from these two towns who do not 
produce enough coffee to create a single producer lot have been combined into 
a collective, before being processed using Sheba’s double Anaerobic processing 
method. To create such a high scoring lot, Sheba’s team in Yemen cup through each 
sample received, no matter the size, making sure to create the perfect balance in the 
cup. For this particular lot, nearly 100 farms were combined, most contributing no 
more than a few kilos from their gardens.

Traceability Information

Flavour Profile

Producers in the region depend on several crops for their income, including 
pumpkins, peaches, melons and various legumes. Both towns are also widely 
covered with Cordia myxa, a plum tree native to the region. Farmers in the region 
take full advantage of these trees, using their shade to benefit their coffee trees.
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https://qrco.de/bdUeLS
https://qrco.de/bdUeLy


Grapes, chocolate and floral notes in the fragrance. Layered flavours from hot to 
cold of florals, orange citrus and milk chocolate. Bold ripe banana and winey notes 
build as the coffee cools, opening the flavour profile up to an exotic and silky coffee.

Milk chocolate, grapes, ripe banana

Auction Lot Code: 14
Cupping Score: 89.5 | Sheba Code: HZ/31/22 - Collective Lot | Fermentation Code: RB-S

Lot Size: 34.50 KG - 76.00 LBS
Region: Haraz   |   Village: Jabal Masar   |   Altitude: 1900 masl   |   Cultivar: Jadi   |   
Drying Days: 35- 40 days 

Traceability Information

Flavour Profile

Amongst the most famous regions in Yemen for quality coffee production, Masar 
is home to fertile soils and wide green areas stretching as far as the eye can see. 
Located in the Manakhah/Haraz District, Sana’a Governorate, the name Masar 
relates to the mountain on which these coffee farmers are situated. At its peak, the 
Masar Mountain reaches 2,700 meters above sea level: although farms on Masar 
fall short of reaching the top, it is perhaps no surprise selected producers working 
these highland coffee terraces are synonymous with some of the best examples 
Yemen has to offer.

Red currants and dark chocolate in the fragrance. Extended fermentation and 
process characteristics make this a fruit forward coffee with notes of cherry, aloe, 
red fruit, banana and cocoa. Structured acids hold the coffee together and it has a 
silky yoghurt like mouth feel that adds finesse.

Dark chocolate, red currants, yoghurt

Ali Galeb Al 
Shawesh

Auction Lot Code: 15
Cupping Score: 89.5 | Sheba Code: HZ/42/22 - Single Producer | Fermentation Code: RB-S

Lot Size: 56.00 kg - 123.00 LBS 
Region: Haraz   |   Village: Sanaf  |   Altitude: 1913 masl   |   Cultivar: Jadi    |   
Drying Days: 35- 40 days 

Situated in the village of Al-Sanaf Haraz, Sana’a Governorate, Ali Ghaleb Al-
Shawsh relies heavily on his coffee farm as his principal source of income. Ali 
is highly receptive to improving farming techniques, such as using the correct 
quantity of organic fertilisers and adequate irrigation.

Traceability Information

Flavour Profile

Aged 34, Ali first learned to produce fine coffee from his late father, Ghaleb Al-
Shawsh. Today, Ali is keeping the lessons learned from his father alive, as, in turn, 
he passes this wisdom on to his three sons.
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For many producers in the region, total coffee production may only result in a few 
kilos of green beans per harvest. To create such a high scoring lot, Sheba’s team 
in Yemen cup through each sample received, no matter the size, making sure to 
identify perfect balance in the cup. For this particular coffee, 6 farms were selected 

Collective 
Masar 

https://qrco.de/bdUeML
https://qrco.de/bdUeMj


Blueberries and chocolate in the fragrance. A layered, complex and high quality 
coffee. Over a white chocolate base, flavours of blueberry, chamomile, cherry and 
orange citrus combine, supported by a positive sweetness and structured, complex 
acidity. The mouth feel is rounded and silky from hot through to cool.

White chocolate, blueberry, chamomile

Collective 
Almashab
Auction Lot Code: 16
Cupping Score: 89.5 | Sheba Code: SN/14/22 - Collective Lot | Fermentation Code: RB-S

Lot Size: 63.00 KG - 138.00 LBS
Region: Ibb  |   Village: Al-mashab  |   Altitude: 2000 masl   |   

Cultivar: Udaini   |   Drying Days: 35- 40 days 

Traceability Information

Flavour Profile

Characterised by its moderate climate and high altitudes reaching 2000 meters 
above sea level, the district of Al-Qafr, located within the governate of Ibb, is a key 
coffee producing space in the region. The village of Al-Mashab, from where this lot 
hails, is a classic location, where residents regularly produce some of the region’s 
top lots.

Raisins and chocolate in the fragrance. A clean, complex and process forward 
coffee with an appealing flavour combination. Red apple, raspberry and cherry 
combine with orange citrus and caramel notes. Further black fruit and cocoa notes 
build through cooling, over a lactic, silky mouth feel and positive finish.

Black raisins, red apple, cherry

Collective
Bait Haiua
Auction Lot Code: 17
Cupping Score: 89.5 | Sheba Code: SN/15/22 - Collective Lot | Fermentation Code: RB-S

Lot Size: 53.00 kg - 116.00 lbs
Region: Ibb   |   Village: Al Sana |   Altitude: 1913 masl   |   

Cultivar: Udaini    |   Drying Days: 35- 40 days 

Home to steep slopes and high altitudes, Bait Haiua is a valley (known locally as 
a Wadi) located in Al Sana Village, Ibb Governorate. Bait Haiua is considered 
part of Mount Samara, one of the highest mountains located in the northern part 
of Yemen. Due to natural erosion, the valley floor is filled with some of the most 
fertile soils in the whole of the Ibb Governorate.

Traceability Information

Flavour Profile

For many producers in the region, coffee production can vary from a few kilos to 
around half a ton of coffee cherry. To create such a high scoring lot, Sheba’s team in 
Yemen cup through each sample received, no matter the size, making sure to create 
the perfect balance in the cup. For this lot, 8 farms have been selected to form this 
high quality coffee.
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Although the area makes for perfect coffee growing conditions, a wide range 
of crops, trees and plants flourish here, including barley, corn, cedar and Samar 
flowers, used locally for fragrant honey production. Due to the climate, many 
farmers in the region depend on natural springs and wells, known locally as water 
“ghouls”, to provide water for their crops. To create such a high scoring lot, Sheba’s 
team in Yemen cup through each sample received, no matter how modest the size, 
making sure to create the perfect balance in the cup. For this lot, 7 farms have been 
selected to form this high quality coffee.

https://qrco.de/bdUeNG
https://qrco.de/bdUeNn


Caramel, blueberry and cherries in the fragrance. A delicate and refined coffee 
with complex flavours. Black tea florals combine with dried stone fruit, berry fruit, 
sugar cane and dried dates. The coffee has a positive sweetness that holds through 
cooling and balances off the bright acidity, remaining sweet, clean and uniform 

Black tea, dried stone fruit, sugar cane

Qaaid Ahmed
Al Zuragi
Auction Lot Code: 18
Cupping Score: 89 | Sheba Code: HZ/38/22 - Single Producer | Fermentation Code: RB-S

Lot Size: 44.00 KG - 97.00 LBS
Region: Haraz   |   Village: Al Sabar   |   Altitude: 2000 masl   |   

Cultivar: Jadi   |   Drying Days: 35- 40 days 

Traceability Information

Flavour Profile

Located in the village of Al-Sanaf, Haraz, at 58 years old, Qaaid Ahmed Al Zuragi, 
is considered one of the oldest and most experienced coffee growers in his village. 
Although to many, 58 may not sound elderly, Qaaid’s high levels of experience 
does not result from the length of his life, but instead from his early introduction 
to coffee farming. Having first learned to farm coffee from his father Ahmed at 
the age of 5, Qaaid has now farmed for over 50 seasons, providing enough time to 
perfect his craft.

Although coffee is the focal point of Qaaid’s farm, Qaaid also produces a modest 
crop of fruits and vegetables, including tomatoes, cucumbers, and potatoes.

(Pictured - Qaaid Ahmed Al Zuragi’s son)
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https://qrco.de/bdUeOA


He

Download our Anaerobic and Super Natural Profiles for the ROEST sample 

roaster here

ROEST Account needed to access QR code ROEST profiles - If you do not have 

a ROEST,  we suggest using the above graphs as a foundation for creating your 

own profile.

Super Natural Profile Anaerobic Profile
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Roasting
To bring out the best from our new processing 
methods, the Sheba team have designed two new 
roast profiles using the ROEST sample roaster as 
a guide.

The need to approach the super natural and 
anaerobic coffees differently is recommended. 
Although our super naturals may behave 
similarly to what you might expect for a high 
altitude grown Yemeni coffee, the increased 
sugar content in the anaerobic coffees means a 
softer approach is required to 
prevent overoasting.

Super Natural Coffees Anaerobic Coffees

Although these profiles can be used to begin 
your journey, we’d like you to note that the 
profiles suggested below are merely guidelines. 
Due to external factors and the nature of the 
experimental processes, we’d suggest keeping 
an open mind when approaching roasting these 
fantastic coffees. 

Download our Anaerobic and Super Natural Profiles for the ROEST sample 

roaster here

ROEST Account needed to access QR code ROEST profiles - If you do not have 

a ROEST,  we suggest using the above graphs as a foundation for creating your 

own profile.

https://qrco.de/bdVRm8
https://qrco.de/bdVRnV
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Auction Date

The Hidden Gems of Yemen, 
A Labour of Love

13th December, 14:00 hrs London Time

https://auction.shebacoffee.com

Download the Auction Catalogue Here

Scan Here

https://qrco.de/bdV8km



